Imagine a world where desirable traits are easily programmable. Farmers can select to grow plant varieties that both surprise and delight even the most sophisticated taste buds. Nutrient content and crop yields are improved to fight hunger and malnutrition in vulnerable populations. Vibrant floral varieties can be grown in your home garden that not only exhibit optimized fragrance profiles, but also emit their lovely aromas in robust and conveniently timed bursts. With modern plant genomics offering unprecedented access to the genetic basis of phenotypes and with gene editing technologies allowing precision modulation, such a far-fetched, sci-fi reality might actually be within foreseeable reach.
Since the dawn of cultivation efforts, horticulturalists have used selective breeding practices to foster advantageous qualities. Such human interventions have drastically changed domesticated plant varieties relative to their wild precursors. Traditionally, this process takes a considerable amount of time, as well as a certain amount of luck. Likewise, breeders have often focused on instilling traits like disease resistance and size, which have in some instances resulted in unwanted side effects on other desirable traits like flavor. In the genomic age of modern horticulture, however, plant scientists can now identify the genetic underpinnings of desirable traits nearly down to the nucleotide. Such knowledge then paves the way for genetically engineered plants with a multitude of advantageous qualities.
Along these lines, work from Harry Klee and Sanwen Huang, published earlier this year in Science, employed a clever use of genomics to identify the genetic loci responsible for the loss of flavor in commercial tomato varieties (Tieman et al., 2017) . In order to identify where commercial tomatoes had gone awry, flavor-associated chemicals were quantified in nearly 400 modern, heirloom, and wild tomato varieties. In agreement with consumer taste preferences, they find that commercial strains contain lower levels of chemicals linked to enhanced flavor compared to older varieties. Wholegenome sequencing paired with genome-wide association studies yields several loci that affect many of these flavor chemicals. This clearer picture of the genetic loci associated with tomato flavor will inform molecular breeding efforts aimed at bringing back lost flavor. With successful adaptations of the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing platform in a number of plant species, we have the tools for rapid and precise genome editing such that we can actually do something about it (Ma et al., 2016) . Similar strategies in other agricultural organisms, aimed at improving flavor or even nutritional content, could dramatically improve the fruits and vegetables we eat every day.
Tomato cultivation continues as a hot topic in 2017, with a study from Lippman and colleagues setting their sights on attacking inflorescence architecture in order to increase yields (Soyk et al., 2017) . Because selecting for increased branching has long been marred with the unwanted side effect of sterility, improving tomato inflorescence had remained a difficult aspect of tomato biology to address. Exploiting both natural and engineered CRISPR/Cas9 generated alleles, they could produce a range of branching phenotypes. This sophisticated use of molecular breeding thus allows breeders to bypass an issue that had long plagued efforts to improve this aspect of tomato cultivation.
Advances in our understanding of how plant volatile organic compound (VOC) emission is regulated and achieved could open up new possibilities in generating cultivars with improved fragrant properties. Even though we knew that the production of floral volatiles has a temporally regulated pattern, until recently, it has been assumed that VOCs are released simply by passive diffusion. Yet, challenging this assumption, a calculation has suggested that toxic levels of VOCs should accumulate if left solely up to diffusion for emission (Widhalm et al., 2015) . A study out of Natalia Dudareva's lab, published in the June 30 issue of Science, used a genomics-based approach to identify the first ABC transporter responsible for the active transport of VOCs (Adebesin et al., 2017) . In order to identify candidate VOC transporters, they utilized the fact that VOC emission dramatically increases in Petunias across a certain developmental window. Hedging their bets that transcription of the transporter might also be similarly regulated, they compared transcriptome-wide RNA expression profiles in petals across this developmental transition. This strategy paid off, and they successfully validate a predicted plasmamembrane transporter of unknown function as a bona fide VOC transporter. Moreover, loss-of-function studies provided evidence that, as predicted, active protein-mediated VOC transport is important to avoid damage from VOC accumulation. Combining this knowledge with well-characterized biochemical synthesis pathways and recent work illuminating the circadian transcriptional regulatory network of floral scent production in Petunia, a near complete picture emerges (Fenske et al., 2015) . Such information could be used to re-engineer flowers with improved fragrance properties. For instance, not only could delightful olfactory experiences be created within the context of home and public garden spaces, but also, the perfume industry might be able to use this knowledge to amplify scents in agricultural production.
With massive amounts of genomic data on the way via the 1,000 plant transcriptome project and the recently announced effort to sequence 10,000 plant genomes, the trove of information yet to be uncovered is tantalizing. While wading through this sea of information will surely be daunting, the potential benefits are already cultivating excitement.
